
Year End Player Review

Purpose

 - These reviews will be considered in each players overall score during next year's tryouts.

 - All coaches must agree and sign off, only one sheet per team

Directions References on the back

 - Rank each player based on his physical skills 

 - Rank each player on his ability to perform these skills at this seasons level of play (A/AA/AAA) 

 - Identify all the individuals who pitched in a game during the year and rank their ability to pitch on a scale of 1-5.

 - Rate all players on knowledge and commitment on a scale of 1-5

Scoring

Physical Skills (Rate 1-10) Rate 1-5 Rate 1-5 Rate 1-5

Player Hitting Fielding Throwing Total A/AA/AAA Pitchers Knowledge Commitment
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0

Coaches Signatures

1 Age

2 Level A AA AAA

3



Hitting Player has poor mechanics and looks uncomfortable at the plate. (1-3)
Player seldom makes contact. When contact is made it is not hit with much authority. (1-3)

                                       Players mechanics are proper but struggles adjusting to where the ball is pitched.  (4-6)
Player makes contact and is able to hit the ball out of the infield. (4-6)

Players mechanics are proper and easily adjusts to where the ball is pitched. (7-10)
Player makes consistent contact and is able to hit the ball with authority. (7-10)

Fielding Player bounces ball to 1st on a consistant basis with a pronounce arch on the ball. (1-3)
Player does not catch ball cleanly and has poor mechanics,seems afraid of the ball. (1-3) 

Player is able to reach first base on throw but has pronounced arch on the ball. (4-6)
Player catches ball but has poor mechanics, seems timid. (4-6)

Player bounces ball to first base but has good zip on the ball, lacks accuracy but arm strength is good. (7-8)
Player does not catch cleaning but is in proper position and is aggressive. (7-8)

Player is accurate with the throw and has good stength (zip). (9-10)
Player fields the ball consistantly, is in the proper position and is aggressive. (9-10)

Throwing Player has trouble getting the ball to his partner in a consistent manner. (1-3)
Player has trouble catching the ball and seems timid. (1-3)

Player has a strong arm but has little control over accuracy. (4-6)
Player catches the ball most of the time and is not timid. (4-6)

Player has a strong arm and is accurate. (7-10)
Player consitently catches the ball and uses good mechanics. (7-10)


